Accurate Linear Prediction Coefficient (LPC) estimation is one of the key requirements for low bit-rate voice coding. Under harsh acoustic conditions, LPC estimation can become unreliable. This results in poor quality of encoded speech and introduces annoying artifacts.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable progress has been achieved in reducing the bit-rate while maintaining a high level of speech quality.
Although vocoders, such as ITU (3.729 and Mixed Excited Linear Prediction (MELP), give high quality for clean speech, it is significantly worse for coded noisy speech. One solution to circumvent this issue is to add a speech enhancement pre-processor that attenuates noise in the compted speech prior to encoding. Although several denoising algorithms exist, see [I] , and may be used as frontend processors, there is a need for application-specific speech enhancement.
A typical vocoderrelies heavily on accnrate LPC estimation [2]. Under noisy conditions, the LPC estimation is disturbed. In 1999, Martin el al., derived an algorithm that was optimized for LPC estimation [3] . In this paper their algorithm will be referred to as MMSE Adaptive Limiting Scheme for Estimation (MMSE-ALSE) estimator.
In the same year, Accardi et al., proposed the use of two parallel denoising algorithms as a pre-processing stage (Fig. I) prior to low bit-rate coding [4] . The goal of such a modular pre-processing approach is to have one denoising block (referred to as 'Typ L' in Fig. 1 ) targeted at processing speech for improved LPC estimation, while another block for computation of the residual signal (referred to as 'Type R in Fig. I ).
Since MMSE-ALSE is already "optimizes' for LPC estimation, it is of interest in this work to define another denoising algorithm aimed at improving the perceplion of reconstructed speech. The derived denoising algorithm will be used for 'Type R', while MMSE-ALSE for 'Type L' enhancement (SI. The derived speech . .
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limit to improve LPC estimation [3]:
where S N R is the input speech S N R (in dB) and &,, (in dB) is the adaptive lower limit on q k . This adaptive limit is only applied to signal frames, while a constant vm;. = 0.12 is applied to noise only frames. The resulting time-varying qmin is recursively smoothed with smoothing parameter of a, = 0.8.
EVALUATION OF SPEECH QUALITY
The cost-function used in the derivation of the new adaptive lower limit on q k is the output obtained from the PESQ algorithn- . This algorithm has neither been validated for speechcoded with hit-rate 5 4 Kbps nor for speech resulting from speech enhancement systems. However, informal listening tests were performed in the laboratory and it was ohserved that perceptual differences between several enhanced and coded files are commensurate with MOS ratings given by PESQ. In order to derive an adaptive lower limit on v k , there are two inputs given to the PFSQ algorithm 1) noisy uncoded speech, and 2) enhanced and MELP coded speech.
The two-branch scheme is also tested objectively as described in Section 6.
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In 1999,CoxetaI.,proposedusingEq. (4) as anadaptivelower
ADAPTIVE LIMITING SCHEME FOR PERCEPTION
A similar strategy to that employed by Cox el al., (see [3] ), was used to derive another input speech SNR-dependent adaptive lower limit on q k with the motive of maximizing the MOS rating produced by the PESQ algorithm. Female and male speech files (12 s in duration) were corrupted with synthetic white noise at various average input speech S N R (for instance, 1 0 l o g , , ( S e ) = 0,6,12, 1 & 2 4 dB).' Each of these files was processed with GTOT(<k, y k ) ' The pmssdm in ITL-T P36 standard was uasd to compute SNR [IZ] .
for 12 fixed arbitrary limits on q k (referred to as vlmln~). ranging from -45 to -3 dB. As an example, consider a female speech at 0 dB. This file was enhanced 12 times. Each file was MELP coded and then processed with the PESQ algorithm to obtain 12 MOS ratings. These MOS ratings were plotted against their corresponding qm;nR and interpolated using a cubic spline. %e qmtnR that corresponds to the maximum MOS rating was recorded and plotted against 0 dB (see Fig. 2 ). Similarly other speech files were processed to obtain the result seen in Fig. 2 . The cubic interpola- where q m i n~ (in dE3) is the newly derived adaptive lower limit on 111. to be used in Eq. (3) and S N R is the input speech S N R in dB.
Unlike Eq. (4), qminn is applied to all frames irrespective of it being speech or silence. The new noise suppression algorithm will be referred to as MMSE-Adaptive Limiting Scheme for Perception (MMSE-ALSP).
RESULTS
Using some of the objective measures suggested in [E], it was noticed that MMSE-ALSE gave the best results for LPC estimation, while MMSE-ALSP gave the highest percentage of correct pitch prediction even under harsh acoustic conditions (= 4% at an S N R of 0 a), see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . These results were obtained by corrupting 12 s of male speech with synthetic white noise and using MMSE-ALSP, MMSE-ALSE, the Enhanced Variable Rate Coder noise suppression (EVRCns) and MMSE-LSA algorithms.
Following A-B subjective comparison tests for several combinations of me L and Type R enhancement algorithms, two schemes emerged as the most preferred pre-processing schemes for Fig. 1 and are listed in Table 1 .
For the selected schemes in Table 1 more results were generated with: babble, music, Hoth and car noise under various acous- 
CONCLUSION
In this paper the problem of degraded speech quality of vocoders in the presence of background noise was addressed. An algorithm that was built on the existing MMSE-LSA estimator was introduced that aims at improving the perceptual quality of encoded speech. It is shown that a two-branch pre-processor scheme can give better auditoly impression of speech coded at very low-bit rates.
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